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Starting in the year 2000, the journal Artificial Intelligence will publish:
1. BRIEF TIMELY REPORTS on newly appearing books; such reports shall be designated
by the term “precis” to distinguish them from reviews.
Their aim will not be to review the book in question, but rather simply to inform
readers of AIJ of the existence and approximate nature of the book. This precis will
not be a substitute for a regular review, and will not be refereed other than given
acceptance/rejection and possible light editing by the Review Editors.
It often takes a year (alas sometimes many years!) before a book of general interest
is given a full review in Artificial Intelligence. The “precis” format will provide a partial
remedy at least in one regard: selected books will ideally receive a published precis within
four months of the date of book-publication.
Normally a precis will be solicited by the Review Editors; however, contributed precis
will be considered as well (those contemplating writing a contributed precis are urged
to contact the Review Editors in advance concerning suitability). The target length for a
precis is 100 words and in no case more than 200 words. Book authors and publishers are
welcome to contribute precis of their own books (but see previous parenthetical remark).
However, a book may not receive more than one precis, unlike the category of book review.
A precis is not intended to express a viewpoint or assessment, but simply a very brief
synopsis.
Precis may be written and submitted in advance of the book’s publication date, but will
not be published before the book has actually appeared.
2. SOFTWARE REVIEWS—these will review existing AI software in depth. The Review
Editors will at times solicit such reviews, but also strongly encourage contributed reviews,
which will be refereed with the same care as regular book reviews.
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3. WEB REVIEWS—this is an experimental category for reviewing AI websites of general
interest. Suggestions for sites worth reviewing are welcome. The sites should be expected
to be reasonably permanent. The Review Editors will at times solicit such reviews, but
also strongly encourage contributed reviews, which will be refereed with the same care as
regular book reviews.
